
“Me And The Art Machine” 
By Thomas Park 

 
I always wanted to be a painter. I felt that painters were creative people, and sensed that they 
had secret understanding(s) of life-- that, in a way, they spoke their own special language, that 
placed them above the rest. 
 
Several years ago, heeding my urge, my wife graciously suggested that I purchase my first paint 
set. I did so. I took advice, and bought a set of acrylic paints. That first paint set came with a few 
canvasses. 
 
I really enjoyed my early works, and realized right away that I was a budding master. 
 
That was the beginning of my “stripes” phase. 
 
In my stripes phase, I added long swaths of pure color to the canvasses. The background were 
stripes of alternating colors. The foregrounds were stripes of different colors. 
 
A friend of mine was generous enough to photograph these early works. A few were passed out 
to people I know, or to an office or clinic nearby, to hang on walls there.  
 
When I approached a gallery about these early works, they told me, much to my chagrin, that I 
was “not ready” for a solo show. 
 
Not to be discouraged, I continued creating. I learned how to create “prints”, using sponges, 
bubble wrap and other surfaces to apply acrylic paint to the canvasses. My art improved-- it 
became less formulaic, and had a modern flair. 
 
I visited the gallery that had turned me down. The proprietor explained that, in order to appear in 
a gallery, I needed to invest hundreds of dollars in expensive canvasses and frames. The 
materials available at Michaels’ just would not do, for any decent gallery. I left discouraged-- 
unable to adequately fund my passion. 
 
There were a series of legitimate breakthroughs. I developed a method that I called “Dream 
Symbols”. I used black paint, on top of bright colors of acrylic and spray paints, to suggest 
shapes that looked like letters and numbers. Like graffiti, they seemed to say something 
concrete-- though in the case of dream symbols, they did not. 
 
 



 
 
 
Further, I found a way to combine my dream symbols paintings with one another, using 
photographs of the works, or scans of them. These digital methods produced some exciting 
results. I found my own style-- I developed my own visual language. 
 

 



 
What else to do with my great ambition, than to appear in gallery shows?  
 
My first show had me on pins and needles. I invested in some nice, large prints of some of my 
dream symbols works. 
 
Unfortunately, when I arrived at the gallery to share my work, I was one of the last to get there. 
It was an appearance I paid for, and my prints appeared at the end of a long hallway, just 
outside of the restroom. 
 
I made great progress by being accepted to one of the local galleries I was courting. It was their 
holiday show, and I was to be featured with scores of other artists. I was dismayed to find that 
my prints had been relegated to a small area near the light sockets, at the base of a display 
wall. 
 

 
 
With a lot of work, things picked up a bit. I really did believe in my dream symbols works, after 
all. I wasn’t just going to give up. 
 
For a couple of years, I applied to almost everything I could. My works graced hookah parlors, 
group shows, a wine-tasting space-- I even had a couple of solo shows. My favorites of these 
happened at public galleries that were primarily geared towards providing free art and culture to 
their surrounding communities. 
 
An art group that allowed me to join resulted in appearances in various local publications and 
trunk shows. I had fun sharing my works at the Koken art space. I collaborated with many artists 



from all over the world, and designed graphics and logos for several websites and businesses. I 
won a very competitive contest, resulting in an appearance in an exclusive art magazine. 
 
Hundreds of paintings and prints later, I find myself, at the end of, at least, this creative arc. I 
have experimented until I discovered a way to paint and create prints that I believe in. I have 
also struggled with the art  “machine”-- and was peripheralized, and often largely ignored, while 
striving to find people who were trustworthy and fair to work with. 
 
What remains are the results of the original dream. Because I believed in myself, and in my art, I 
have a collection of works, some new friends, and a number if interesting and amusing 
recollections concerning trying to “make it” in the field. 
 

 
 
I can happily say, that I no longer care if I ever hang in the Tate. Beauty was the point all along, 
and, I believe, it has been found. 


